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Analysis of the allergenic potential of apples
A therapy to eradicate the problems connected to birch pollen

so gets accustomed to the birch one:
In many areas of Central Europe, aland little by little he no longer suffers
lergy to birch pollen causes various
from such an allergy”, explains Thotroubles - conjunctivitis, asthma, cold
mas Letschka of the Laimburg Expe- to more than 10% of the population.
rimentation Center in Bolzano, one of
The only treatment consists in subcuthe four partners of the “AppleCare”
taneous injections that must be contiproject together with the University of
nued for many months: with consideInnsbruck and the hospitals of Bolzarable distress for the patients. A team
no and Innsbruck. Some analyses are
of Italian-Austrian researches is imAPPLES COMPARISON
carried out on 25 varieties of apples to
plementing an easier, more genuine
find the most suitable ones, also thanks to clinical tests on
and tastier alternative: eating apples. The existing link is
voluntary patients. “The goal is to implement the therapy.
a cross reaction between the birch allergen and the apThen, in a second project, we will take into consideration
ple one: many individuals who are allergic to birch pollen
the true medical part.” The “AppleCare” project is finanare also allergic to apples. And so here is the ingenious
ced by the European Fund for the Regional and Cross-reidea: “the patient eats a certain amount of apples. Whigional Development V-A Italia-Austria 2014-2020.
le getting accustomed to the apple allergen he al-

A solution
for the homeless
Can we promote the spread of the
North American method named
“Housing First” in Europe?

T

he homeless phenomenon is a very widespread
and is dealt with in different ways, based on the civic sensitivity and on the political choices of every single country. Over the last few years in Canada and in
the US the working model “Housing First” has begun
to spread out: it aims at finding a house to homeless
through an interdisciplinary work team helping them
to stabilize and to reintegrate socially. Thanks to the
“Home_Eu” project, a consortium of partners belonging to eight nations is trying to understand if such a
method can be applied also in Europe starting from
the mapping of four key elements: the homeless, the
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actuated policies, the citizens’ sensitivity and the activity of social workers. The only Italian partner, the Department of Development and Socialisation Psychology of the University of Padova is in charge of this last
part. “We are still collecting data, but the first results highlight that the North American method could give important results also in Europe, stabilising 80%
of homeless people”, professor Massimo Santinello
explains. “Much will depend on policy makers: our research can provide interesting and “clean” data and,
therefore, clear indications. We hope it is complemented everywhere by concrete actions.”
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